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Maths multiplication sums
In this student unit explore the different types of situation to which multiplication can be applied. In particular, they undertake with rate problems, comparison and matrix. Specific learning results poses different types of word problems. Explain their mathematical thought in troubleshooting. Use a variety of equipment to model their solutions.
MATHEMATICS DESCRIPTION The basic concept of multiplication is very important for its practicality (how much they cost 4 ice creams cost of $ 2 each) and efficiency (it is faster to determine 4 x 2 and to calculate 2 + 2 + 2 + 2). Multiplication is used in many different situations. Here the students think multiplication as a shortest way to find the
repeated result added of even sets. They do it from solving rate problems, comparison problems and array problems. A rate problem involves a statement of a lot of a quantity for many of another quantity.Ã ¢ all multiplication situations contain some form of rate but at this level, problems are usually about equal sets or measurement. Take this
example: a Lena buys six biscuit bags. Each bag contains four cookies. How many biscuits do you buy everything Ã ¢ this is a set parity problem that contains the rate of a four cookies for each bag.Ã ¢ A measure rate problem is usually something similar: Ã ¢? HONEA S KUMORA plant grows five centimeters a week after it sprouts. How long will you
dure the plant either after six weeks? At the HONEA S rate problem is five centimeters for every week.Ã ¢ comparison problems concern the relationship between two sizes. For example: Mina S condominium has three floors. AnshulÃ ¢ s block has 12 floors. The highest is in Mina S AnshulÃ ¢ s blocks? Ã, an additive response is 12 to 3 = 9 floors. An
answer is multiplicative 4 x 3 = 12 so AnshulÃ ¢ s block is four times higher minÃ¤ s. An array is a structure of rows and columns. For example, this chocolate block has two five-piece files (2 x 5 or 5 x 2). An array is a structure of rows and columns. For example, this chocolate block has two five-piece files (2 x 5 or 5 x 2). Array problems Ã, Ã, Ã, can
help students see the switching owner of multiplication, for example, that 5 x 2 = 2 x 5. In other words, the order of factors does not affect the product (reply) in multiplication. As well as thinking multiplication in a variety of situations, students are encouraged to use a variety of materials to solve problems. Using a variety of materials able to help
students see the multiplicative structure that is common to a number of problems and help them transfer their understanding of situations that are new to them. Opportunities for adaptation and differentiation This unit can be differentiated by varying the scaffold provided to make learning opportunities accessible to a wide range of students. For
example: accepting the use students ¢ of counting strategies to solve multiplicative problems, based on needs have students use materials or diagrams to support their thoughts, like the work needed in small groups with students who need further support, solve problems together. Focus on family contexts that include multiplicative situations appeal
to interest students ¢ and experiences and encourage commitment. Examples can include: student lines in Kapa Haka groups collecting pee bags or other crews crustaceans of students who run into tables Waka loves bread for a school or an event community groups of people traveling in vans, cars or buses prepare parcels of Harakeke for weaving.
Materials Resources needed for interlocking Cubes Threading beads Track number Nuts Millimeter to ten faces (or normal dice) Copymasters one, two and three PowerPointers introduce the session by asking students to work through different equal groups [together] problems and then ask them to put their problems. For example: there are 8
parking spaces. Everyone has 2 people in it. How many people are there entirely? everything? are 6 fish bowls. Each bowl contains 4 goldfish. How many goldfish there are altogether? There are 7 tables. Each table has three legs. How many legs altogether? It Students can represent these and similar Ã ¢ Â ¬ "set set" with Towers of cubes
interblocchiÃ ¢ ¢ Brecking BreadsÃ jumps on the line numbers Â · interlocking cubes on a number of many, drawing a ' image to show the number of tables and the corresponding number of legs. Note: it is important to connect the examples (where possible) to the structure of the addition of equivalent sets as repeated multiplication. for example: 4 +
4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 = 28 or 7 x 4 = 28. Discussing what are the numbers 4, 7 and 28 refer ae what operating symbols + and x refer to. the multiplication symbols can be thought of as meaning Ã ¢ â ¬ Ã Â «". For example, 7 x 4 = 20 means seven sets of four. Now ask students to create word problems using the structure of the problems above with
different answers. For example, Ã ¢ â ¬ Å Write a multiplication problem with a 24 â ¬ response. Use different sets of ice cream containers (all with the same number of elements in them) with the contents of each covered except. Ask students to write a story problem for each example. What strategy using students to solve problems? They try to
count the contents of each container of ice cream from those; That's the ones that are visible and those that are hidden? They use the Jump Count, for example. 3, 6, 9, Ã ¢ ¬ | Adding repeated, eg. 3 + 3 = 6, 6 + 3 = 9, Ã ¢ ¬ | | Apply multiplication facts, eg. 5 x 3 = 15 SO 6 x 3 = 18 (3 in more)? Be aware that the choice of choosing the students'
strategy depends on the connection between the condition of each problem and the number of resources they have available. Expect that the strategies of individual students will be variable. Exploring the next three days the students are exposed to a variety of different types of story problems. They are encouraged to model problems using different
equipment and explain their answers to others. They think of more efficient ways to solve problems. It is important that students are provided with opportunities to accumulate multiplication facts to 10 and then to 20. Some students can solve these problems without equipment, using the knowledge of the number they have available. The rate of
problems on the first day they work through different measurement rate problems. It's good if students are getting shorter that the situations are structurally similar to the problems Ã ¢ â ¬ ~ ~ ~ Â «The problems of the previous session. The measurement quantity, in particular the time, are more intangible of Ã Ã Ã ~ Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã â ¢ or Ã Ã ~ Ã ¢ â
Jams in situations equal in September The acting problems can help students to see the common structure. Use these situations the measurement rate: [Name] can write her name in 10 seconds. How long does it take to write his name four times? You may select a student to rotate the role playing game that writes their name and use an analog clock
(less battery) and / or stacks of cubes to track the time in seconds [name] drink four cups of water every day. How many cups they drink in a week? Use plastic cups to build equal groups of four cups that are involved in this problem. Use another material to track the number of days. [Name] Sew five buttons on each shirt. How many buttons you need
for eight shirts? [Name] put three tablespoons of Milo in each cup. How many tablespoons of Milo needs 10 cups? These problems are more accessible to the tasks related to the time. The shirts can be cut from paper and buttons represented by the counters. The cups and plastic spoons can be To shape the MILO problem. Both quantities in each rate
are tangible. CopyMaster One has some rate problems for students to solve. Problems contain a mixture of tangible and intangible units. Students can create similar types of problems with images and represent problems to each other. Encourage them to explain their strategies to each other. After time to resolve solve Problems, collect the class.
Discuss what's the same as all the problems you just worked on. Students express the idea of a rate as a relationship of every Ã ¢ â,¬ "now ask students to constitute problems with similar words and to put their problems with each other. Encourage them to explain their answers To the other. Multiplicative comparison On the second day of use
PowerPoint Exploration to expose your students to situations. The first preference of students could be to look for additive relationships. For example, here is a correct additive response to the question about Slide One.Come is much higher is the block of Jill's apartment compared to Jack's apartment block: Jill Block Apartment has 12 floors and Jacks
"has four floors. Jill block is over eight floors. Students may not offer a "multiployable response. If it occurs if you experience this problem: JILL says that its condominium is three times higher than Jack's block. I wonder what it means? Ã, slides two and three shows the comparisons Additives and multipliers that can be made. Look for students to
notice reverse relationships: S: Jack's block of the Jack apartment is eight floors less (shortest) than JillÃ ¢ â,¬ Â "¢ SS: the block Jack's apartment is a third of the height of Jill. He works through the other PowerPoint slides one who tries to see if students identify the common structure of the difference search (additive) and to find the scale factor
(multiplicative ). Ã, CopyMaster Due contains many multiplication comparison problems. Some problems are in the form in which the report is required while others require an application of a given scale factor. Students are also Encouraged to write equations to represent situations. Let the students solve the problems, with the support of materials
as the counters needed. After a suitable moment sharing answers as a class. Ã, make your students: recognize the meaning of Ã ¢ â,¬ Å "Timesult they.Ã ¢ â,¬? Represent the situations with the materials correctly? Identify the scale factor and the set to resize? Record the equations correctly? Arrays The third day of exploration works through
different array problems based on situations in which there are equal groups. When they shape the arrays, it may be useful to talk about the lines through how Ã ¢ â,¬ Ã, ~ â "¢ and the lines up and down as ã, ~ I'ColumnsÃ ¢ â,¬ â" ¢. Â »Teams with the same number of members in each are often used during school day. Poses problems such as:
students are aligned in 3 teams for sports. Each team has 6 members. How many students are there entirely? Encourages students to draw reports of problems like this using three rows (one for each team) and six columns (one for each team member). Alternatively, use students as objects in the problem. If students draw the situation as three
columns of six opens a discussion on the 6 x 3 = 3 x 6. other problems that you could use include: a tray of eggs has five rows and six columns. How many eggs are in the tray of everything? Parking has four files. Ten machines park in every row. How many cars can be parked completely? A chocolate block has six columns, with four pieces in each
column. How many pieces are in any block? A Ã ¢ â,¬ Å "Connect FourÃ, â" ¢ Board has seven columns, with six holes in each column. How many counters can adapt to the entire array? Ã, students can shape these and other array problems with peggards: ã, pegs on a pegboard can be used to illustrate multiplication arrays. For the problem above
this could be talked about 3 rows of 6 pegs or 3 six, Ã ¢ or 3 lines of 6, or 3 x 6 = 18 The peg on a quarter of a tour, the array still has a total of 18 pegs. This could be talked about 6 columns of 3 pegs or 3 rows of 6 pegs or 6 three or 6 columns of 3 or 6 x 3 + 18. Interlock cubes Color grid coloring paper diagrams. CopyMaster Tre contains some
problems related to arrays. Encourage your students to record an equation for each array, a a How did they find the total number of objects. Reflecting on the day of the last day turn a game called Trap Array in which students use the chart to draw millografica matrices. For this activity you will need a sheet of paper millimeter for each player (at
least 30 x 20 square); 3 x ten-sided dice - Each side has a different figure on it (you can use 3 x standard 1-6 standard nuts, but the facts are limited) different players of colored markers, players are turning to: roll nuts and choose two, to Example 8 and 2; Mark a rectangle of that dimension, for example, 8 rows of 2 columns of 2 or 8; or a couple of
different factors with the same area, for example, four columns of four. Write the basic fact of multiplication in the rectangle, for example, 8 x 2 = 16 or 2 x 8 = 16; Players will play until one player is trapped. That is, they are not able to find space for the array that rolled. Discuss the strategies for playing as: placing large arrays near the edge to
maximize the available space for additional arrays. Rename the factors so that the array is suitable for a certain dear family space and whÃ¤ nau, to school this week we solved multiplication problems. Here's an example of one that we worked: there are 6 fish bowls. Each bowl contains 4 goldfish. How many goldfish there are altogether? At home this
week I would like your child constitute the other two multiplication problems for us to solve in mathematics. maths.
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